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ABSTRACT

The use of time-ovt as a behavior modification,technique continues. o
41

generatE both'interest and concern., Thispaper summarizes the findings, of
-

.

a longitudinal study'of theeifects of time-outon children with 'severe

,
1 ,

emotional and behavior disorders'An a Tesidential treatment program.
. ,

"A review of die research literature as well as data collected on

exclusion time-out and isolation time-out will be analyzed relative to

Implications for use in a'variety of educational and therapeutic settings

0. The general efficacy of time-ouvas a behavior, modification technique is

discusse d.
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111EORETICAL -PERSPECTIVE

Bepaviormodification is based on two balic theoreticalfpremises:

1) allbehaviors are learned; and, 2) no behavior is exhibited that is

not reinforced. Behavior modification techniques generally, and the use

of time-out, specifically, are successful oniy when applied with the

parameters of these two premises.

Behavior patterns are not spontaneously manifsted nor are they un-

differentiated except in the psychotic client. Behaviors are learned in

response to specific stimulus and reinforcement' and, regardless of how.

bizarre or atypical a specific behavior might be, they are purposeful and

confined to a cause and effect relationship. Children are not born with

a specific set of behaviors nor are tht predisposed to respond in specific

ways. All behaviors are learned and more importantly, in the case of the =

behavior.disordered or emotionally disturbed child, behaviors that are

learned-can be unlearned.

It ts generally agreed that individuals yill exhibit desired behaviors

in return for appropriate and valued rewaPds. This is generally a process

that can be. measured and readily observed. It ,is also trueithat all hurrah

striving is toward some reinforcement for behaviors,, activitj.es or accom-
.

.As the behaviors become more sophisticated and complex itds

of difficult to identify the accompanying reinforcement without a careful

It is important to remember thatbehaviors are not exhibited without

some reasonable expectation that they are goingto be reinforced, either
4

plishments.

positively or negatively, In the absence of some reinforcement even a



Titi
behavior that has been.Strongly reinforced during some preceding periOd

will rapidly fade. 'Though it is pOssible for some behavice to be intern

ally or self - reinforcing, and therefore outside of the immediite range of
.

control; mast children and adolescents are hlghly dependent on external
. , ', .

reinforcement systems (tangible and peer or adurt.approval). Because the

, reinforcer of a specific behavior or behavior pattern cannot-be identified,

it doeg not mean that the reinforcer is not operating.

If we translaXe-these principles into the classroom or residential

setting we must realise thattheoenvironment represents a very complek set

of potential reinforcers. When a child has exhibited a specific be savior

or'set of behaviors it is probable that a variety Of lectors or influences

in his'" environment are reinforcing, this behavior. If we know that'behavio
.

must be reinforced'then we also know that a particular behaAor-can be,

eliminated by removing the reinforcement. This is the basic assumption

'underlying the use of time:out. If.somethilg in the child's environment

is reinforcing e'behavior there are two available options: 1) remove the

reinforcer from the child: or 2)-remove the child frOM the reinforcer.

We choose option two'when we cannot identify the reinforcer or for some

reason cannot remove7it. Time-out represents an attempt to isolate the

child in an area that
1

is as free of reinforcementes possible in an attempt

to eliminate an undesired behavior. 'It isthe assumption that the behavior

will tie eliminated becatse the chileno-longer hasaccess to the reinforcer.

Given this theoretical baseJtis".clear that the use of time-out is a
-,

limited behavior change techniqu..
i.,

.

' ,

If achild's behavior meg self7reinforced, time-out would not consti-
. . .

." . -
tute a.removal of,reinforcement end would be unlikely to work. If removed .

i ..
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to the time-out area was sufficiently reinforcing in itself it would also

be unlikely to work. It is probable that the inappropriate use of time-

out will result inan escalation,of behaviors that suggest the need for

time-out and that the inadequately trained teacher or counselor will

exercise the option more frequqntly and without.the appropriatq,,use of

intermediate steps.

Time-out should be restricted to the unusual circumstance for which

the cafise (reinfoftement) of a child's behavionCannot be identified or"

when tte identified reinforcer Of a child's behavior cannot be'controlled

or removed. Given theie prereqUisites'the severity of the bOavior should

be such that all alternative control techniques have been exhausted and

unsuccessful.'

I
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REVIEW OF TffE,LITERATUkE

Definitions

Time-out has been variously defined and its appropriate use generally

considered

Buckhqldt,

N . effective

to be restricting accesstto positive reinforcement. Sloane,

ienson, and Crandall ( 1979) refer to time-out as, an Vremely

response-weakening consequence.

In its most basic form, timelout is a procedure
which exctudes t pupil for a period of time
from the opportunity, to receive-any reinflxce-

.

mat, peer attention, teacher attention, activi-
ties, tokens, points andso on. Denial of any
reinfprcement for a set time is, of course,

-contingent upon some specified behavior. (p. 1151

,Hewett and Taylor (1968) noted that "tgeoretically, the use of time-

out procedures is supposed to involve "losing something yqu want" (i.e.,

lacy of opportunity to receive positive reinforcement in the classroom,

,p. 119). Leitenberg (1965) statedthat although time-Out cannot be defined

by certain specific principles, one basic feate is essential,rfla period

of time-in which positive reinforcement isno longer avgilable" (p. 428)2 '

Sloane et al.,,(1979) stressed that tide -out from positive reinforce..

ment is like extinction in two ways: 1) reinforcers are not delivered

following the targeted behavior, and 2) reinforters already 4n the pupil's

possession are not taken away (p. 115). The difference between time-out

and extinction is that id extinction reinforcing stimuli are withheld on

a permanent basis.

V
Time-out is described by Plutchik, Karosu, Conte, Siegel, and Jarreit4

/
(1978) as "a behavioral procedure which ihiolves the temporary suspension

ofaccessto positive reinforcement" (p. 577). This procedure isused by

placing an individual who has just displayed an inapvropriate behavior

-4-
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as part of the minute-by-minute interaction between teacher an pupil, or

it may be used i# a-more formalprogram.,The teacher must withhold all

reinforcement without removing the pUpil fromf7the dlassrooi" (p. 116).

Sloane-et gl., (1979) continued to discribe various uses-of this teinique

which intlude ignoring the pupil for a brief period or use of a timer that

regulates the amount of time a pupil will not.receive any reinforcement.
.

.

The effects of labeled and unlabel d Praise and time-out were com-

pared in an experiment by Bernhardt, Fredericks, and Forbaohp978) involv-_

ing 60 preschool children. As predi/ cted:

both labeled praise and time-out groups showed
significantly' more correct and less incorrect
behavior, respectively, on the task...than
comparable groups receiving unlabeled con-
sequences. The time-out procedure, inaccessibility

-.1

into a nonreinforcing solitary environment. Isolation was identified as

the most common form of time-out. '

4-
.

It should benoted.that'time-out is distinguished from.punishment

in the literature (Sloane,et al., 1979; Sulser-Azaroff and Mayer; 197%
ow

Clarizio and McCoy, 1976). "Punishment involves the presentation of an
I .

aversive'stimulus...time=out....procedures lead to removal of positagt

stimuli. contingent upon a response" (Sulzer-Azaroff_and Mayer, ;977;

142).. Clafizio and McCoy (1976) stated that "the' word punishment connotes

inhumane treatment, negative attitudes, arid hostile acts" .(p. 5071.,

4

Time -out from Activities
ft

A variety of methods may be used to implement a time-out procedure.

One of the most common methods employed is concluding the activities the

child is engaged in without placing the child in isolation. Sloane et al.

(1979) noted that "time-out without isolation may be us%0 spontaneously

P

I
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of a reinforced response, was effective only
when a description of the incorrect response
accompanied the negative consequence. Results
did not confirm the prediction that the group.
given both labeled praise and labeled time -

out would show more correct and less incorrect
responding than groups receiving a description
of only one dimension,(p. 772).

fr

Spitalnik and Drabman (1976) designed a time-out procedure within a
o

classroom and' isessed the effectiveness of the single!procedure of time-'

out exclusive of any other treatment. Time-gut fri6ositive reinforcement

occurred when a disruptive vocelizatiOn.was exhibite4; aria was found to be

an effective form of reinforcement. 'Hunted, Hall; and Agin (1971) used

time-out in a design that placed children in a circle for 15minuti

session§ and time-out from positive reinforcement consisted Ot removal from

the circle for physical aggression toward self( on others,--and hyperactiliity

for between ten seconds to two minutes. Results indicated that time-Out

pro4d effective while the children participated in the session; however,

after the sessions were 'discontinued the "childrenAid not ieneraliie.more

complex sbcial behaviqrs,learned ih therapy" (p. 194) .

Solnick, Rincover, and -Pete'rson (1977) also investigated the.upe of

1

reinforcement and punishment in time-out with an autistic child. Tillie-out

Consisted of the teacher leaving the presence of the chird-whenever a tan-
'

trum occurred. The tantrums increased during the procedure; as the time-

out appeared to reinforce rather than punish the behavior. The authors

attributed this phenomena to the opportunity that presented itself to the

child to engage in self-stimulatory behavior diking the time-out,

-6- '
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Time - out /Isolation . 4 k

* .
. . b .L.

Tioe-out from poiitive reinforcement in wiiich isolation occurs takes
.

, .

the form of'various procedures itplomented with a variety of inappropriate
s,

and damaging behaviors. Isolation is frequently used as a technique of

final choice in severe psychiatric cases.

Tyler and Browh (1967) reported the use ofa ttme-out room-with 15

!boys ages 13-15 Who had been placed in a training school cottage by the

courts. The .study focused on the inapproprUtie behavior displayed.by the

boys around the pool tahle. To institutecgange in this behavior the

4
ptogiam was implemented, in threephases. In phase one the Child,wasplaced

in a 4'x 8 foot'time-out room for 15 minutes without any verbalization

from the staff. In phase two,' the child was reprimagded for inappropriate
.

twos

behavior but the time-out room was not used. Phase three combined the

reprimand and placement in the time-out room. aslts'indicated that
.

under both punishment and no punishment conditions behavior changed; how=

ever; Nnder punishment conditions t here wasp decline in the rate'of

offending and under non-pgnishmeht conditions art incApase in the rate of

offending " (p. 6):

Maier (1970) in estigateethe use of sensory deprivation therapy in
,

a 5 year old autistic child 'targeting severe withdrawal. The child was

placed in an isqlationlroom that measured 11 is 1011 feet and contained a
,

412 foot square bathroon witha toilet and sink. The
/
room was bare except

for a mattress on the floor. The authoranoted that "the'inient)was to

prilduce antenvironkent with a minimum of persOnal contact exclusive.of

the-therapist and-a minimum of inanimate objects that might be utilized

in.a ddtensive way" (p. 2$0). The child's isolation lasted 74,days;

.

11
4



during that time stimuli was increased until finally he' was allowed to

'roam freely fromIlis room. Upon completion of the restrictive therapy
.

, . .

the child. returned home and Maier noted that the child had improved signif-
,

-

,

.

. , .
.

icantly.in:his "ability to relate io other people and adapt-,to his enViron-

;r

I
merit" (p. 245).

)
. .

,

WahleT (1969) studiedthe effectiveness of parental use"of isolation

. ,

o

in the home with five families with oppositional children.. Wahler noted
4' , . .

.

that: ' .
_

,

A time=out procedure proved effeCtive inobtain-'
ing therapeutic results.' In this procedure, the

. parents were instructed to isolate their children
Cin their. bedrooms) immediately after opposition-

al behavior" occurred, and to continue their social
approval after cooperative behavior (p. 161).

- ,....,
..

The study
.

did not refftgetwa change ip frequency of baseline behavior from-

.
..,

.

)
the oppositidnalibehavior that took place during the procedure... To

examine the failure of this investigation, Wahler Continaka with a tore e'.
,

(4

extensive probe into oppositiaal children; this time, however, he was .

also testing the assumption that the time -out procedure was not effective

because the parents were not reinforcing to their children. Continued

investigatiomfindicated at-a combination oftime-out and the use of,a

differential' attention rogram proved quite sdccessful in elimi,,nating

oppositional likavior and that,,, as a sult of Wahler's program`, Parenial

reinforcement value could be increased.

Tike-out Parameters
4

Macpodbugh and Forehand (f973) discussed the parameter's
Ofresponse -

contingent time-dut techniques. that need,to considered in treatment and

research'eth children. The authors identify eight parameters of time-out:
,

A

-8-
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1. Verbalized reasons- should the child be teid,why,he is.
r. being placed in time-out. There is no clear evidence

relating a verbalized reason for time-out and the
effectiveness of time-out. - . ..

.

.

2. Morning - the chilcris warned that time -out is
imminent bnl4ss his behavior changes:.

-

3: - Administration - (Instruttional of physical) r
this consideration.appliei onlytoisolation time- 4

out and contrasts instructing a chili to, go into
time-out with physically fb#ing him-to go.,lhe
method employed is typically a4functiOn.of the
resistence oftime-out manifested by the'child.
With high intensity antisocial-behaviors (such as

, kicking, pushing, biting, and scratching), may
be necessary to:use physical force to iiaplement
-time-out. When possible it would seem preferrable

. to use-instructions rather than physical force. By, using instrvtions,aggression is not moted, unless
interaction between adult and child occu and the
'child'ii.given'the liesponsibility of self-adminster-
ing part of the time-out,

44/Location - should time-out use isolation in a separate
- area or isolation in the sake_area in which the: act

.
took place. The primary adOmntage of the ssirrate-
area-technique isan increase in the probabl ity that
positive reinfordement,*11 be'effectively removed

.during time-dui. With same-area time-plut, the supeOL
visory adult May unintentionally provide intermittent
reinforcement.. Also,4here may-be sources of reinfcirce-
-mentthat are not-ult.:1pr t adOlts control. However,
a separate isolation' room Y not.be available; cOn-
sequently, isolation would e'restilPted to the
are* in which the behavior qcOurs., The same-area
process places more responsibility on the controlling,

adult to enforce the time -out: separate area.time-
out is enforped by'a locked or closed dbor whereas same-
areatime;.out is enforced by the authority figure.
When a choice is possible, the behavior of, the child
'during time-out and the degree to which the environ-'
ment is conducive-to reinforcement of time-out should
be factors in determining which procedure to employ.

V
5. : Duration - no general agreement exists,regardingth& most-

appropriate length ofa time-outl' 'However, some evidence
does--extsi that shOrt duration is efffective (5 -.10

. minutes) as long as time-out of greater duration s-not
introduced'.

t

13
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6. ,Time -out .Stimulus -.improvements in technology, should.
.make possible.the,pse of .an automated signal to monitor
the onset and completion Of time-out., ,or example,

adronce a child enters the4ime-out area and sits on
' .thair,a pressure plate faitened on the seat of the

chair could-start a clock (visable".to the child).
Once.the required:amount of time'for release is
reached, the child would immediately know he could
leave the time; out azba ovhIl-own. This 'woult;
allow a.self-regulation lbsponse to be made, rather
than requiring adult Monitoring. Later the adult
bodld.check,the block to see that the rbquired amount
of time had been acquired.

.7. Schedule-' since, the administration 9f time-out' has
always been on a continuous schedule in clinical studies
with children, the relative effectiveness of inter-
mittent and continuous time.-out cannot be compared..
Of course when undesirable behavior is effectively
suppressed with a few time -outs, the point is merelc,
an academic one.

8. Release from time-out - should theiduration of time-out
be confingent'on behavior otcbrring during the time-out?
A fixed duration release could involve,a child still
exhibitinebehaviors and the possibility of reledse
reinforcing the behavior. glin,tke other hand,* contingent
-releasb might overlook behaviof5 resistant-or j.nappr6-'

4
priate for time-out technique's.,

:

Each of these consfdiaations is importantqn designing a time-out procedure

to insure consistent applicatIOn and maximum 'program bdnefit.al .

'Charriey,(i9631 stated thitithe useof isolation "is considered a

last stioge approach to' the man t pA a continuing crisis of acting-out
1- .

. .

when the.child has been able t !mate all othep staff resources " (p.

*50). The author explains the parameters of the technique and emphasizes

the peel for the thild'to be away from any.stfauli; qto insulate the child

from defenilt available to him inthe everyday living environment against
/ .

.

experiencing his dependent demands on the staff and h'is family" (p.50):

-10-
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'T(me-out as a Punishment
1111,

.

By, definition, time-c4t is not punishment; however, its use as a

punishment is clear in various studies. Leitenberu(196S) concluded from

a review of Studie3 using-time:out that its delineation from punishment

is not clear. He found that:
1

the design' of studies-demonstrating avoidance and escape
from time-out alloW another interptetation than that
'time-out is aversfve...0ther.punishment studies, however,
provide reasonably, adequate evidence thaetime-out
is an 'ffective,punishjng stimulus...the.most convinc-

. ing evidence that.time-oust is aversive. comes from
"those studies demonstrating escape from stimuli
which previously 'set the °cation for non-reinforce-
.ment Cp. 439) . :

Much-of the literature reviewed ignores the theoretical premise of

t.

.time-out and uses exclusion or isolation as a punishment. Noting that'the

"exact function ofthe time-out procedure...remains an area ofambiguity

pending fuitherexperimental analysis" (p. 81), Barton,Gueis, Garcia, and

Baer (1970), ih a studylinvolvng retardates; used time-out conditions that

they defined as pun ishment. Us ltiOle baseline design thiauthor4 .

focused oh undesirable mealtime hitiiviors and removed the subject's meal

t

,

.frdm hint for inappropriate behavior. Solnick et al.-(1977) noted "time-
.

-out from reinforcement...is perhaps the most widely used punishment pro-

cedure generateby the operant. researcher" (p:1410. Time-out involving

autistic children has

-,been

used frequently; and,Steeveset al. (1970) noted
, .

....._,-7

' that time -outs used for punishment must be so aversive to the child'that .

- r ft
i,

he will not choose,the time%outto avoid the situation. Spitanik and

Drabman (1976) stated that time-out is the punishment technique most oftp1

used by clinicians. McReynolds (1969) "assessed the effectiveness of

time -out from 'positive reinforcement as a training procedure viewed as

15
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having potential, punishing and negatively reinforcing functions" (p. 199).
4

. ',

Bffeolavenesi of Time -out When Viewed et ,a Punishment

.Hewett and Taylor (1980) cited the case

room for distrubed chA0eiONt, contained a

of a special edOcation class-
.

built-in time-our room. The

door to the room was serf:lockiligl and the room, itself, contained no
.;

windows and was lit by upeilinght bulb. If the child refused to

to the time-out room when insurAted ht Would bephysically forfed to do

so. The media became inVOI'ved.in the situation when i ndU student arrived

and was physically forced iUto,theiroom- aftn a display of inappropriate

behavior. The light bulb hd,, teen broken and the child, who 'had vemained
.

locked up for 2 hours, emerged with bleeding fingerd from scratching the
.

door. Time -out'had been used as an aversive stimulus. Tie authors noted.

=that the message to the child was "we are bigger and stronger than you,

and.we, will punish you when weiethink you are bad", this 'message mpletely

violates the principle, of timeout as a constructive "lack of

to receive .positive reinforcement" (pp. 119-120).

rtunity

.goltz, Aztin, and AyllOn 1'1963) studied /the effectiveness of time-out

when used as a punishment on human behavior and found that the mildness

,'A of time-out as am aversive event rendered it ineffective. Baron, Kaufman,

and Rakauskas -(19671 investigating the same premise concluded' that time-
,

. out pUnishment failed - "to produ e

n

response suppression (which) was attti-

1bute'd ththe fact that redudtioin rate would have been accompanied by

reductions in reinfottementfrequencies as well" (p. 329). Willoughby
,

noted that t -out willImbahly not have a lasting effect upon supprest-
.

ing undedirable behavior if the punished.response provides the, only lasting

-means of reinforcement (1969) 'In examin'tng the punishing effects of

-12-
.
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0

tine-oUt Solnick et al, (1977).Telt that the "effectiveness of time-out
, r

was inTluenc0 by (the) characteristids of'the time-in setting" (p. 421)..

Time-out was not an effective punisher when time-in was not reinforcing.

IA a study inVb.lving time-out duration', Zimmerman and Baydan (1963)

indicated the type and intensity of punishment needs to be closely moni-
.

. .

tored; !'punishment of too great an intensity will result in the suppres-

Sion of,overall'behAvior" (p. 597) .

Firestone (1976) studied the effects of time-out on the aggresSive
,

behavior of a nursery school child. The author fouqd that although the
-'

procedure eliminated the child's bizarre behavior it also appeared to

decrease the interactiqn the child had with his teachers. Firestone

noted,"irt is possible that, through association, Billy stopped asking

ques ions, telling storiesoand helping

tame negative stimuli to be avoided"

reported on time -outs as punishment on

terers would seek time-out as an escape
.t-

Time-out, it would appear; brings

With chores because the teachers

(p. 8.1). Adams and Popeldka (1971)

stutterers and found that the slut-
,

from the pressures of performance.

about rapid results (Benoit and

Mayer:1975) and may be extremely reinforcing to the implementer. The

authors reported thAt it may be a, disadvantage because some teachers

find it so reinforcing that they begin to use time-out foreven.minor in-,

fractions" (9.'505). Literature sugges Z, at wtime-out procedure may

lift the morale of the professional

may actually lend suppoMio the claim t at time-out may be.used more to

'amarllify,staff rather than provide therapeutic resources for the subject

with the subjects; a fact that

(Jensen and Womadk, 196.7; Barton et al., 1970).

.
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Plutchik et al. (1078) reported that although time-out appeared tdiki

be a superior form of punishment there are several disadvantages:

first, timeodt permits the occurrence of avoidande.
or, escape tesponses such as fantasy or self-stimulaL
tion. SedOnd, the use of time- out - presupposes that
-the indivjtual is operating under "normal" reward
cdnditio10-7hird, time-out removes the individual
Isom the opportunity to,learn desirable' behavior and
makes no.provisions for learning alternative behavior
(p S78) . .

They also noted several complications that.indicated isolation had not

- been effective. The complications included an increase in assaultive-

plutchik

at

ness and self-destructiveness.

et al. (1978) also surveyed patients who had been isolated

- and found that they felt angry at the staff for placing others in isola-

tion and Worried that they might also end up there. They stated they felt

alone, angry, depressed, helpless, safe, disgusted and confused. Many of

_them felt that isolation Jad helped them dais down, but also made them feel

frUstrated; 40% felt that:isolation was not helpful them m at all.

dilelPLegal Challenges 4°

iderable litigation has occurred concerning issues in the treatment

handicapped and disturbed individuals. Two cases have specific bearing.

n the appropriate use of time -out as a behavior modification procedure.

In -vs. Stickney (Martin 1977 the court examined the use of be-
R

h ior,mddification and prescribed that "no resident shall be subjected to'

a behavior modification prpgram which attempts to...de4z10p new behavior

patterns when such behavior modificatiopstserve only institutional conven-

ience." (pp. 178L17.9) There "is'aiclear opP-otunityfor institutional abuse

of time-out where patients can be placed conveniently away and then



forgqtten for hours. Martin noted that the findings in the cast of Morales

vs. Turman should end this problem:
,

the judge declared that isolation for disciplinary
reasons was a sufficiently severe deprivatiofi of .

liberty that it required due process procedures.
This means that in advance of the isolation there
must be notice'of intent to discipline, a period
of ;ism to allow. the inmate to prepare a defense,
andia hearing. Obviously,( the theoretical' bases
for Time-Out cduld not4be served bY.this delay
so the technique might as well be discarded.
(Martin, p. 86)

4
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4. Subjects

0

Subjects were 29 etabtionally disturbed
oc
hildreri (CA .range 6-13.

-* METHOD

s,

years) .,ser'yed %In a 2910,bed capacity residential school and treatment
. ,

progria.. SOjects were diagnosed.mOderately/severely emotionally disturbed
' 0

(2S,males; 4 fem#lesand were randomly selected from all children served

°_, ,by the facility over a period of,6 years. Analyses of thedata by sex

indicated nO differences even, approaching 6atistical s4gnificance

,on,major
/ . .

..

, .

4 variables. 'therefore, males and females were combined to form the sample;'

1r,

Treatment Program
9

( .

The. residential program employed,a treatment modality generally des-iv

cribelp as a therapeutic milieu...Children
..\

received both individual and

group psychotherapy and 'special. ed .cation The classroom and theliving
/

.,
. . .

iunits were located-in the same buildig. Children lived t wo units'of
1

10 children generally organized by chronological age. Behavior modifica-
c

.tion procedures t argeted behaviors
,-,

considered both inappropriate for Troup
_

______ . - .

living in thb residential program as On as inapproprtate hehaliior's ob-
.

.0
. strutting reintegratidt into ormal family urii.1;:- Professional staff im-

,

plemintln4 behavior modification prOcedures included 'classroom teachers'

, 4 'and residntialhild care workers.

use, of Time-Out
Mr
A,

The use of tile-out as a behavior modification

.

r

4

procedure was identi-

fied at. a technique that would alloits the gram to continue serving

aggressive and acting-out childresi by minimizing the effect of disiuptive

A,



.

children on the *treatment program of other Children. .The'Chilidisplaying
'.

. ? I

inaPprOpriatebehavior could beremoved from the group thereby redupinc,
.

' . . .
possib e. contagion while simultaneously-modifying the indi!kdual child's

A
_ bekav

,

*Both the exclusion (E:TO) and isolation (I:TO) varieties of time-out

were employed. E:TO removed the child from the activity fh pregressy place-4
ment inaportion of the room not being used or in the hall: E:TO was used as

°
one of various staff interventions ior:inappropriate behavior\ I:TO in-

'tvolved placing the,childin a separate room used

out. IfT0 was used as an intervention only when

had been attempted without success-*The 8 by 15

exclusively for time-
.

all other interventions

foot room was bare,

contained no outside window and wasjighted by a single fixture, 'The
,. ,

.

?

room
, ,,

was appropriately ventilated and the child could'be observed through

a sma window in the locked"do9r. The child was verbally directed to

the app3opriate time-out area and was physically.placed.in
time-out only

wheh this directive was refUsed. -

StaTf were instructed to inform the child of the .inappropriate

havlor when plated in time-out and repeat the procedure when the ti 'e -out
A ',/ .

f ,was concluded. Duration'of time-out was cohtingenteon the dis'continued
.. .

diiplay of inappropriate behaviA. The staff removed the shoeO and belt

and emptied the pockati of each child placed n:TO. The,staff was in-

structed to check children in I:TOlverrefarminutes.'

Procedure

p

' 4Behavior resulting, in placement in E:TO and the subsequeit behavior,

were recorded by the staff membevmaking the placement,. Behavior resulting

h

-17-
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..4

in placement in I:TO and the time-out duration were also recorded by

the placing stafemember. The record of. these time-out placements were

placed in a central file and constitute the major source of data analyzed

and reported.

Behaviors were coded by major' descriptors and assigned a weighted

value by severity. The behaviors and their weighted values included:.

1) arguing:, 2J- verbal, abuse of peers (swearing, taunting or antagonizing);

3) routine refusal Pissigned duties, preparing for mealtime), 4) rule

breaking, S) disribtlie (verbal or physical), 6) fighting, 7) refuse 'staff

directive, 8) )trbal abuse of staff, 9) leaving grounds (irrespective of

duration or. distance), 10) destruction of property, 11) peer. abuse, and

121 staff abuse. Severity levelswere assigned jgsed on program admini-

.

strative policy, treatment philosophy and staff agreement.

E- 4

a
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RESULTS

Frequencies for both- exclusion time-out (E:TO) and isolation time-

out(I:TOY use are reported by behavior in Table 1: E :TO frequencies

are more evenly distributed than those for I:10. It is assumed that this

was because E:TO Was used-as an intermediate intervention. One notable_

exception is physical abuse of staff. In the vast majority of gases no'

intermediate interventions were attempted and th child was placed direct-

.ly in I:TO. It might also be assumed that proportionate I:TO use woufd-

increase.With severity of behavior,. This do4 not appear
'

to be the caste.

It is apparent that this is due to the effects of E:TQ.

Mean antecedent and subsequent behavior values obtained with,E:TO

use are reported'in Table 2. The mean subsequent behavior value increased

significantr-(t=14.036, 28df, p(.001) from mean antecedent .behaviprs.

This trend was n

Behavior

placements (

d fo/ all' subjects,

ues and Duration of I:TO'are reported in Table 3. I:TO

ere analyzed using fourseparate.total time elapsed - -

configurations; ' -5 vs. over-5 minutes, 0-15 vs. over IS minutes, 0-30 vs.
,,

over 30 minutes, and 0-60 irs. over 60 minutes. Mean behavior values were

`significantly higher in three configurations; over S minutes It=3.464,

49df, pC01);sgver 1 'nutes (t=5.611, 56df, p.001),.and over 30 minutes

(t.=3.428, S2df, K01): The over 60 minutes group is probably affected

by small.N (27) but it is noted that the mean behaviorvalue lithe lowest

among tql groups:

-19- '
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TABLE 1. TIME-OUT FREQUENO AND OBSERVED BEHAVIOR

Value Behavior
Exclusiok
Time-out '

Isolation.

Timetout Total

1 Arguing 41 , 3 . 47

2, Verbal Abuge of Peer 114 45 - 159

3 RoUtine Refusal 259 20 2'79

4 Rule Breaking' 140 15 155

Disruption .734. 770
.

1504.

6 Fighting 141 59 200

7 Refuse Staff Direction 555 \-126 981

'8 Verbal Abuse of Staff 87 t 121 208

9 Runaway 5; 16, 69

10 Destructiph 47 97 144

11 Peer Abuse ..%\

10 96 224'

12 Staff^Abuse
%,-

44 362 406

-20-
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TABLE 2. MEAN VALUES OF ANTECENDENT AND SUBSEQUENT BEHAVIOR FOR
EXCLUSION TIME -OUT 11SE ' ,

0Subject
Ragei osiRia

Antecendent Behavior
Mean

Subsequent Behavior
Mean

1

2

3

79

20'
29

4.92
4./0
6.17

E..06

7.50
7.21

4 7 4.80 6.14
5' 14 4.46 .°793
6 41 5.66 7.95

0 7 21 ° 4.95- 6.19
8 I 6 5.00 7.50
9 - 8 4.13 5.38
10 5 - 4.60 6.00
11 3 6.00 7.33
12 6 - 6.50 `8.17,
13 29 5.48 6:66
14 28

.

4.82 6.68
15 1

2' 4.50 6.00
16 18 6.22 8.00
17 67 ,5.71 6.97
18, 141 5.74 7.00
19 169 so 6.43
20 2 57SO 7.50
21 32

t..? 5.09 6.44
'22 36 5.18 7.03

023 12 6.67 -08
24 52 6.21 .08

al 5.25 7.25
26 52 5.74: 7.37
27 15, .

-1.

.

5.20 74)0,
28 9 7.13 9/22
29 24 5.22, 7.33

TOTAL/ 931

t value = 14.036' df = 2S

1) < .001

-21-
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-76LE 3. MEAN.BEHAVIOR'VALUtS AND TIME ELAPSED IN ISOLATION TIME-OUT
(N = 2071)'.

!
Time /

0-5 108 7.280
Over 5 1963 7..771

0 15 1055 7.398
er 15 1016 8.067

0-30
03er 30

.

1852 7.658
219 8.022

0-60 2044 7.802
Over 60 k 27 Ai.665

Etsed'
utes) fre9uency Mean df t vvalue'

49 4.464*

...

52 3.428*

56 5.611**

38. 0.296

* p < .01
** p < .001

r
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DISCUSSION
, t. .

. _

Based'on time-Out.frequefties, _both E:TO and I:TO effects ap ear to
a . .

.
.

.

have resulted in short,term control rather than modification or am flora-
*,

tion of inappropriate behaviors. Discrepancies between E:TO and I:TO use.'

are probably due to.inconsistentappliCation which could be \expected to

qontribute to this phenomenon. The behaviors considered,undesirakle and..

their judged relative severity are also noteworthy. :Though certainly.

paralleled in other settings, more than one-third of the behaviors Ore

related to programmatic needs. The assigned severity values are also

.
-,--interesting to the'extent that they.parall el pr fail to) ,other settings

-/

(verbal abuse of staff ti'more severe than fighting). "Appropriate use

of any behavior modification technique necessitates tai eting of behaviors-

11
that approximate reality or what is desirable. The example-cited could

eLily be interpreted, to' mean that the,staff is more concerned.about h

children speak to them tha9mktwo children fighting with apotential

inflicting harm.

E:TO is generally considered a low intensity intervention that is

.best used as an intermediate step to interrupt undesirable,,behaviors.

The data reported in this study is a c }ear indication that E:TO can have

an exacerhating or additive effect. Coniidering -the broad range,of he-

. /havioss represented itasppears that alternative intervention strategies qr

(-
should be used; The use of E:TO increased the behavior severity which

also effected the usetof-I:T8 in this, study.:

1

Behaviors with lower severity values wired shorter durations of '\
A.'

This holds true aloduration increases and higher severity behaviors



1

1r

"to

. .
are released from time-out. I:TO efficacy is greater with lower severity

4 i r4. .

behaviors and for short durations. If E:TO exacerbates behavior severity

and increases the use of I:TO the appropriateness ofeime-out generally

can be raised. More effective intermediate interventions,might.obviate
-

the need for higher intensity intervention and time-out would be contra-

/indicated.

No final conclusions dan be made re4ftive to the use of time-out

based on the results of this study. Little is added, however, to recom-

.

mend it.. ,The treatment program that provided.the sample for this study

continued the use time-out over an extended period of time with limited

analyses of its therapeutic effect on children. Except for studies de-
.

signed and conducted to report in the research literature, this practice
d° .

Is probably more,the rule than the exception. Expedient methods that

effectively control undesirable behaviors might sacrifice long-term

- outcomes for short-term effectiveness.

101' . ;
The opportunity to direcfly observe the treatment program over a

Vivo year period lea4s to some additional observations and conclusions
I

albeit subjective in nature. The availability of,a locked time-out room,..4

to control physically aggressive children ward an obvious.comfort to the

staff. Reactions" from children ranged from considerable fear to drama-

tically heightened activity Levels. It appeared that the'time-out room

was used more in response to the staff losing control of a child rather

than a child losing control of his behavior. 'though indicated in the

data, the inconsdiitent application of time-out was more obvious during

11. direct observation. The number of intermediate interventions attempted

prior to time-out varied considerably among staff members. The treatment

-24-
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philosophy emphasized structure in such. a Way that the use of time -out

appeared to'be diet" relate" to attempts to impose stricter limits.

The limits 'took the-form of rules-that numbered in excess of reasonable

short -term memory,'__

Tke literature suggests that time-out ds mO31\effecti4 with spied c=

ally targeted behavibrs The` use of time-out as an intervention under-

pinning an entire treatment program seems ill-advised and unlikely to

meet the treatment goals of individual children.

4

r-
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